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Offer of a wrought Tabor-Handgonne 
 
 
I'm offering you a copy of a Tabor-handgonne, wrought the same way as the original 
was, which was found in Tabor, Czechia. This has probably once been used in the 
Hussite wars (1419 – 1434). 
It comes with a stock of oak wood, ramrod, bullet extractor and a match holder. 
 

This for the total amount of SFr. 550.- (Swiss Franks), economy-shipping included. 
 
How to order a gone: If you'd like to order a gonne or need additional information 
then at first go and send me an e-mail. After all details are settled such as the 
necessary documents your customs and/or police needs, then send the due amount 
via your bank to my bank-account, which is: 
 

St. Gallische Kantonalbank 
Branch Altstaetten 
IBAN# CH88 0078 1111 0003 6170 0 
BIC# KBSGCH22XXX 
 
As soon as I'm informed by my bank that your payment has arrived, I will ship your 
gone without delay by Swiss economy mail. Usually I have some gonnes in stock. To 
overseas countries there are about two weeks of patience required. 
 
And note:  
 

Switzerland doesn't know a proving office. So all Swiss arms are sold unproved by 
your standards (save USA). The proving here is up to the manufacturer! (product 
liability). So your gone will come with my personal proving mark and my proving 
report. If your country doesn't accept this, then you'll have to prove your gone by your 
official governmental proving office. 
And note, most countries request serial numbers. To avoid disfiguring my 
handgonnes by blunt numerals, all my gonnes come hallmarked with contemporary 
gothic serial numbers. 
And then there are countries with customs-regulations not accepting an unproved 
arm crossing the border (Germany and England e.g.). Then we will mail the gone 
without a drilled touch hole and unproved. (This is considered a wrought iron pipe 
only, and not an arm) . But the drilling and proving will then be up to you. 
 
Best regards, 
 
 

your blacksmith 
 

Benno Büchel 


